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The lifetime allowance is the amount everyone can withdraw from all their pension schemes 

in their lifetime in a tax-efficient manner.  

The way the value of pension benefits is calculated to measure them against the lifetime 

allowance differs considerably between defined contribution (money purchase) schemes and 

defined benefit (final salary) schemes. This difference is increasingly becoming a factor in 

deciding whether to transfer defined benefits schemes to access the new pension freedoms. 

 Factsheet 1 covers how and when the lifetime allowance is calculated,  

 Factsheet 2 outlines how people could protect their pension funds from the lifetime 

allowance using the original 2006 protections;   

 Factsheet 3 summarises the protections introduced since 2012; and 

 This factsheet explores the relationship between lifetime allowance and defined 

benefits. 

 

Calculating the lifetime allowance used up 

Every time a pension scheme member crystallises benefits from a pension scheme, the 

value of these benefits is measured and expressed as a percentage of the lifetime allowance 

for that tax year. Any benefits in excess of the lifetime allowance will attract a lifetime 

allowance charge of 55% (if the excess benefits are taken as a lump sum). 

For personal pensions and other money purchase schemes the measurement is simply the 

fund value. For example, if a member uses £100,000 to buy an annuity in 2015/16 then they 

will have used 8% of their (£1.25m) lifetime allowance. 

For defined benefit or final salary schemes the scheme pension is converted to a notional 

capital value by multiplying it by a factor of 20, and adding the value of any tax-free cash 

taken. For example, if a member in 2015/16 took a pension of £17,500 a year and a tax-free 

cash sum of £100,000, then they would have used up 36% of their lifetime allowance 

[(20x£17,500)+£100,000)/ £1,250,000]. 

https://www.intelligentpensions.com/media/1180/lifetime-allowance-factsheet1.pdf
https://www.intelligentpensions.com/media/1199/040815-factsheet-2-lifetime-allowance-and-the-2006-protections.pdf
https://www.intelligentpensions.com/media/1202/factsheet-3-lifetime-allowance-and-protections-since-2012.pdf


This different approach to valuing benefits can lead to widely dissimilar results. 

Defined benefit 
pension 

Notional capital value Annuity (50% spouse, inflation-
linked) bought with notional 

capital value 

£25,000 £500,000 £14,346 

£37,500 £750,000 £21,570 

£50,000 £1,000,000 £28,795 

£62,500 £1,250,000 £35,330 
Annuity figures from MAS, August 19 2015. 65 year old with 62 year old spouse. Both in good health. 

Five year guarantee. Using SK8 (Stockport) Postcode. 

The table above shows that for the same lifetime allowance usage, a much higher defined 

benefit income can currently be generated than can be achieved for a money purchase 

annuity income.  

Exchanging pension for tax-free cash 

An important part of many people’s retirement plans is the tax-free cash (pension 

commencement lump sum). Some defined benefit schemes provide a separate pension and 

lump sum, but others (usually including private sector schemes) allow the member to give up 

part of their pension and take it as tax-free cash. 

The ‘commutation factor’ used to make the conversion from pension to cash will usually be 

less than 20:1. So, if a member exchanges pension to take tax-free cash this will usually 

mean a fall in the value of the pension benefits, exchanging for something of less value, for 

the purposes of comparing against the lifetime allowance. 

Example – exchanging pension for tax-free cash 
 
Mike is a member of a defined benefit scheme and has built up a pension of £65,000 a 
year before taking any tax free cash, which would give him a notional value of £1.3 million 
for purposes of comparing against the lifetime allowance. If Mike decided to take his final 
salary pension before April 6 2016 he would have to pay a lifetime allowance charge on 
the excess £50,000. If he delayed until after April 5 and did not apply for Fixed Protection 
2016 he would pay tax on £300,000. 
  
If Mike chose instead to take a pension commencement lump sum of £300,000 plus a 
reduced annual pension of £45,000 (giving up £1 of pension to get £15 cash), this would 
give an LTA value of £1.2m. So he would not have to pay a lifetime allowance tax charge 
if he took benefits before 6 April 2016. 
 

 

 

 



Early retirement opportunities 

Most defined benefit pension schemes reduce the pension payable if it is paid early to reflect 

the fact that it will be paid for longer. This reduces the value for LTA purposes, but does not 

reduce the value of the benefit. A pension of £50,000 p.a. from 65 is worth about the same 

as one of £35,000 p.a. from 60, but for LTA purposes the value falls from £1m to £700,000. 

Of course retiring early means that your earnings cease, but some employers allow you to 

take pension early but to continue working. (NHS has something called ‘24 hour retirement’ 

which achieves this.)   The only downside is that taking the pension early while still earning 

could push you into paying 45% tax. 

 

Pension freedoms 

From April 2015, members now have the ability to take their pension income when and how 

they want, including withdrawing the whole amount as a lump sum. However, these 

freedoms are only available to money purchase funds, and if someone with a private defined 

benefit scheme wanted to access these freedoms they would have to transfer their benefits. 

(Members of unfunded public sector schemes are not allowed to transfer to access pension 

freedoms.) 

Anyone with a defined benefit pension worth £30,000 or more has to take advice from a 

regulated adviser before they can transfer to access pension freedoms. Given the wide-

ranging freedom people now have, many other factors have to be taken into consideration 

when considering recommending a transfer, not just the investment return needed to match 

the defined benefits.  

One such factor is the impact the different ways of calculating the amount of lifetime 

allowance used up will have on the member, especially those with larger pension savings. 

Given the different treatment of defined benefit pensions, transferring from the defined 

benefit regime to money purchase funds could easily result in a new, or bigger, lifetime 

allowance charge. If so, then the adviser and member need to take this into account when 

making their decisions. 

Example – transferring from defined benefit to money purchase 
 
In the example above, Mike has a defined benefit pension of £65,000 a year giving him a 
notional value of £1.3 million for the purposes of comparing against the lifetime allowance.  
 
Mike decides to transfer his benefits to a flexi-access drawdown plan and is offered a 
transfer value of £1.8 million. If Mike proceeds with the transfer he could face a lifetime 
allowance charge of 55% on £550,000 (£1.8m - £1.25m LTA) when he crystallises the 
funds. 
 

 



 

 

 

The points to remember 

 The different approaches to calculating the amount of lifetime allowance used up, will 

typically result in a much smaller percentage of lifetime allowance being used up when 

defined benefit pension income is taken when compared to the equivalent annuity 

income from money purchase pensions. 

 

 Exchanging defined benefit pension for tax-free cash will probably result in using up a 

lower percentage of lifetime allowance (as a result of exchanging for something of less 

value!). 

 

 Advisers and their clients should be aware that transferring defined benefit schemes to 

access pension freedoms could give rise to lifetime allowance issues for clients with 

larger pension savings. 

 

 Early retirement could help mitigate a lifetime allowance charge but could give rise to 

other issues. 


